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1. INTR~IxJCTI~N 
Given two abelian p-groups G and H and an isomorphism 
p:EndG-+EndH 
between their endomorphism rings, there exists an isomorphism from G to H 
inducing v, [6; p. 67, Theorem 281. Curiously, the proof of this fact relies 
solely on direct decompositions of G. If G is reduced, only decompositions in 
which finitely many cyclic direct summands are split off need to be 
considered; at no point does the subgroup p”G of all elements of infinite 
height enter into the argument. 
Since p-groups with isomorphic endomorphism rings are isomorphic, it 
must be possible to recapture all properties of G solely from the ring 
structure of R = End G. How p”G = 0 (i.e., G being separable) is reflected in 
the abstract, non-topological ring R = End G is the object of the present 
article. 
We note that Liebert has completely characterized those rings which are 
the endomorphism ring of some separable abelian p-group [8] cf. 13, p. 229, 
109.11. His characterization, however, involves topological considerations 
which we do not wish to enter. A non-topological result along the same lines 
is contained in [7; p. 99, 3.91. But the separability condition given there is 
not solely ring theoretical since it requires referral back to G. 
Our characterization has its simplest formulation in the case when the p- 
group G is sufficiently projective [4; p. 3661. (Note that the class of 
sufficiently projective groups properly contains the class of totally projective 
ones.) In this case, G is separable if and only if 
J@)=W)+ (O:R[pl), 
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is the Jacobson radical of H = End G, 
lpotent ideals of R, and 
p] consisting of all E E 
It is a consequence of 
> is the sum of al? 
given for a much wider class of groups, namely the class of a3 fuliy tran- 
sitive reduced abelian p-groups which have an unbounded co~~tab~~ direct 
s~rnrna~~~ We shall prove that such a grou has no (non-zero) elements of 
infinite height if and only if its endomor hism ring iR satisfies the condition 
~vv(o: R bl)) = (L1) 
Biary 3. IO). Moreover, the endomorphism ring of any separable p- 
satisfies (1.1) (Theorem 3.2). Since separable roups are fully trzn- 
4, 65.51, this leads to the question whet onverseiy, (1~ 4 ) and 
sitive imply p”G = 0. That this is not the case can be seen from a 
ckss of groups established in Theorem 4.5. teether p”G = 0, if G has an 
unbounded countable direct summand and its en satisfies 
(l.l), is not known to us at the present ime. 
Throughout the following, G will be a reduced abelian p-group where p is 
some fixed prime, and R = End G will denote the e~~orno~~ 
For notation and terminology concerning 
particular, G is called separable if p”G = 
[3; p. 581 wi?i be denoted by A. In c 
e~domor~hisms to the right. The word ide 
ur attention will focus on the set I(G) of all E of G for 
which there exists a finite sequence of ordinaks 
so that, for k = 0, I,..., n, 
Clearly, I(G) is an ideal of R. Since p’G = 0, it follows that each E E I( 
belongs to an ideal of End G whose restriction to G[p] is nilpotent. Thus, 
using the customary notation for restrictions, 
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Other symbols are as follows: 
o(x): order of x E G; 
h,(x): (generalized) height of x E G in G [3; p. 3); 
V,(x): (indicator or) Ulm sequence of x in G [3; p. 31; 
Ann G/G[p] = {E E End G: GE 5 G[p]}; 
Ann G[p] = {E E End G: G[p]s = O}; 
H(G) = {E E End G: p”G[p]e E p”+‘G[p] for all 0 < y1 < w}; 
I]G[p]:restrictionofI~EndGtoG[p]; 
SI={~~:~ES,EEI},~~~S~G,IEE~~G; 
R[p]={&ER:p&=O}; 
Z a R: I is a two-sided ideal in R; 
(0:I)={&ER:1~=0},forIaR; 
N(R)=C {Ia R:Inilpotent}; 
J(R): Jacobson radical of R; 
R, : ring of all p-adic integers; 
Z(p): cyclic group of order p. 
Note that, by definition, 
Ann G[ p] c I(G) E H(G). (2.2) 
A characterization of Ann G[p] as an abstract ideal of R = End G is 
contained in 
LEMMA 2.3. R[p] = Ann G/G[p] alzd Ann G[p] = (0: R[p]). 
ProoJ: The first equation being obvious, observe that 
(Ann G/G[p]) . (Ann G[P]) = 0, 
proving Ann G[p] E (0: R[p]). I n order to show that this inclusion is not 
proper, let (o E R such that o 65 Ann G[p]. Then xy, # 0 for some x E G[p]. 
Let 0 + y E G such that 
G=(y)OC for some C < G. 
Then there exists E E R such that ye = x, CE = 0, and E E Ann G/G[p] = 
R [p]. Since yea) = xy, # 0, E & (0: R [p]), and the proof is completed. 
We remark that all groups under consideration will be abelian. 
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3. A CHARACTERIZATION OF 
ing result relates the rung-theoretical condition ( 
273 
1.1) to ahe 
> I GIP] = N(R I GIPl)* 
(iii) d(G) = N(R) + Ann G[ p] if and only &+” 
/co: R [PI)) = Lw> + (0: a bl>lA@ 
Proof. Clearly 
and, by (2.2) and (2.1), Ann G[p] s I(G) and 
I(G) I G[PI EN@ I 6-LPI). 
Thus (ii) implies (i) and, because of Lemma 2.3, (ii) also im 
be any ideal of R whose restriction to G[ p] is nilpcatent. Tke proof wiI1 be 
completed once we show that I z I(G). Let n >, 0 be an integer such that 
I” / G[sj = 0 and let, for 0 < k < n, 
Then 
is a series of fully invariant subgroups of G contained in G[p]. It follows 
from [6; p. 5 1, Theorem 251 that there exist ordinals pe, such that 
Since P,I E Pk+ I, 0 < k < n, I G I(G) as claimed. 
e are ready to prove that R = End G nee s tlo satisfy (1.1) if 
separable. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let G be an abelian p-group and R = End G be its 
endomorphism ring. If p”G = 0 then I(G) = N(R) + Ann G [ p] and 
N(R/(O:R[PI))= [N(R) + (O:R~PI)I/(O:R[PI)~ 
Proof: By [4; p. 369, 2.6 and 2.51, 
I(G) c N(R) + Ann G[p]. 
But separable groups are fully transitive [3; p. 4, 65.51 so that the proof is 
completed by Lemma 3.1 and (2.2). 
According to Theorem 3.2 and the remark just made, p”G = 0 implies that 
G is fully transitive and 
I(G) = N(End G) + Ann G[p]. (3.3) 
That (3.3) together with G fully transitive in turn do not suffice for G to be 
separable can be seen from a class of groups established in Theorem 4.5. 
Thus, the existence of an unbounded countable direct summand is a 
necessary hypothesis in 
THEOREM 3.4. Let G be a fully transitive reduced abelian p-group which 
has an unbounded countable direct surnmand, and let R = End G. If I(G) = 
N(R) + Ann G[p] then p”G = 0. 
Proof. Assume, by way of contradiction, that p”G # 0. Then p”G[p] 
contains elements whose height in p,G is finite. Thus, there exists c E G with 
Ulm sequence (in G) 
U,(c) = (co + k, co, co ,... ), (3.5) 
where k 2 0 is some integer [6; p. 571. An unbounded countable reduced 
group has a direct summand which is an unbounded direct sum of cyclic 
groups [3; p. 65, 77.51. It follows that G has a decomposition 
G=A@B, A = 0 (a,), o(a,> = pm+ ‘, (3.6) 
rnEM 
where M is an infinite set of integers all of which are greater than or equal to 
k + 1. Using (3.5) and the decomposition (3.6), one verities the existence of 
E E R such that 
B&=0, pma,&=c for all m E M. 
Since c E p”G 5 B, 
G[P]E E P”G, P”G[P] .s = 0, 
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which implies E E I(G). By hypothesis, I(G) = N ) + Ann (Jpj. Coarse.- 
~ue~tly~ there exists q~ E N(R) such that 
‘z=q+q for scme q E Ann G[pj. (3.7) 
Ht follows from the definition of N(R) that there is an ideal I of such 
y,EIclR, P=O for some integer n > 0. (3.8) 
Also, hy (3.-l), 
pma, E = pma, qo 
Let, for m E M, ym = amp. Then 
p”y, = pma, p = c 
and, since c = pk+‘(pmwk-‘)ym c$ P~+~+IG, 
h,(pm-k-‘ym) < 00. 
Thus, for each m EM, there exists a(m) EM such that 
a@> >, bW’-k-l Y,>. 
It follows that, for each m E M and each integer t, m - k - I > i > 0: 
h,(p’yJ < a(m) + I - (m - k) i i. 
Since 
O=p rr(m)tla ir(m) = pm-k(pu(m~t 1-b-k) a 1 a(m) 9 
we deduce 
U,(Y,) ,< ~G~P=~m’+i--(m--k~ QnrJ 
Now, G being fully transitive implies the existence, for eat 
v?, E such that 
YmVlm= P n(m)+1-(m-k) aaim) * 
Let O, = qprn. Then 
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Pick m E M such that m > n + nk. By induction on t, one verifies that 
for each positive integer t. In particular, 
a,o,a,(,, a.. o,,-,(,, = pan(m)+n+nk-m . a, ” Cm,. 
Because of (3.9) and (3.8), this implies 
P a%n)+ntnk-m , a a*(m) = 0, 
which is impossible since aanCm) has order panCm)” and m was selected to be 
greater than or equal to n + nk. The theorem is proven. 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let G be a reduced abelian p-group which has an 
unbounded countable direct summand, and let R be the endomorphism ring 
of G. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) G is separable. 
(ii) G is fully transitive and I(G) = N(R) + Ann G[p]. 
(iii) G is fully transitive and 
N(RI(O:R[pl)) = W(R) + (O:R[PI)I/P:R[PI). 
ProoJ: Theorems 3.2 and 3.4 together with Lemma 3.1 and the fact that 
separable p-groups are fully transitive [3; p. 4, 65.51. 
A p-group G is called sufJiciently projective if every countable subset of G 
is contained in a totally projective direct summand [4; p. 3661. The class of 
sufficiently projective p-groups properly contains the class of totally 
projective ones; for the example of a sufficiently projective but not totally 
projective p-group without elements of infinite height see [3; p. 50, 75.11. 
Since every totally projective group is fully transitive [5; p. 415, Corollary] 
and reduced [3; p. 891, and since unbounded totally projective groups 
contain unbounded countable direct summands [3; p. 100, 83.6, 83.71, 
sufficiently projective groups also have these properties. In [4; p. 366, 1.31 
we proved that I(G) coincides with the Jacobson radical of End G if G is 
sufficiently projective. Furthermore, the reduced abelian p-group G was 
shown to be bounded if and only if J(End G) = N(End G) [4; p. 366, 1.51; 
and (0: R[p]) = Ann G[p] EJ(End G), by Lemma 2.3 and [4; p. 366, 1.41. 
Combining these remarks with Corollary 3.10, one obtains 
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J(R) = N(R) + (0: 2-2 [p]). 
e wish to take this opportunity to correct am oversi in (41. hile the 
function J in the proof of [4, Lemma 2.8, p. 3 is no a ring 
bomomorph~sm as erroneously claimed, the lemma remains valid as stated. 
All that is needed for its proof is the fact that 
f: End G+EndP 
is an epimorphism of additive groups mapping ideals to ideals, and that 
for every 47 and ~7 in End 6. Thus, if q belongs to some qua&regular ideal 1 
of 6, so does qm and hence 
for some a E End 6. It follows that 
proving that f(1) is quasi-regular as claimed. 
4. THE NECESSITY OF UNBOUNDED COUNTABLE ~~~~AN~S 
Pierce calls a subgroup L of the abelian p-group G Zarge if k is fuily 
invariant and L + B = G for every basic subgroup ofG [lo; p. 218, (LI)]; 
the endomorphism E of G is small if LE = 0 for some large subgroup L of G 
\lO; p. 230, (3.1)]. The set of all small endomorphisms of G comprises a 
two-sided ideal in the endomorphism ring of G [ 10; p 277, (12.1)] which we 
will denote by End, G. Following Pierce we let 
(G)={sEEndG: p”G[g]&~p”+“GforallO~n<wi 
IlO; p. 2861. Then 
I(G) c J(End G) E H(G) 
IlO; p 279, (13.1), and p. 286]. We have 
(4.1) 
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LEMMA 4.2. If G is a reduced abelian p-group such that End G = 
R, . 1, + End, G then 
H(G) = J(End G) = I(G) = N(End G) + Ann G[p]. 
Proof. Let E E H(G). Then E = rc . 1 G + o, where x is a p-adic integer and 
o is small. Since, given any large subgroup L of G, there exists an integer 
m > 0 such that pmG[p] EL [ 10; p. 228, (2.9)], the smallness of o implies 
pmG[p] cr = 0 for some m < o. By definition of H(G), the p-adic integer z 
cannot be a unit, so that z = p . p for some p E R,. Thus 
pmG[p]c=pmG[p](p.p. l,+a)=p”G[p]a=O, 
which implies E E I(G). Since E was arbitrary, H(G) E I(G) and, using (4. l), 
Z(G) = J(End G) = H(G). (4.3) 
It follows from the theory of basic subgroups that G has a decomposition 
G=A@B, pmG = p”B 2 B[p]. 
Let q E End G be defined by 
By = 0, ay = a& forall aEA. 
Then pmGq = p”‘Bq = 0, and q is a torsion element of End G belonging to 
H(G). By [4; p. 369, 2.51, this implies u E N(End G). Furthermore 
so that 
E = q + (E - r) E N(End G) + Ann G[p]. 
We have shown that H(G) E N(End G) + Ann G[p]; clearly, N(End G) & 
J(End G), and (2.2) and (4.3) complete the proof. 
The existence of an unbounded separable p-group P such that 
EndP=R,. l,+End,P 
was first established by Pierce [ 10, p. 297, (15.4)]. The construction of such 
groups was later simplified by Megibben [9; p. 158, Theorem 3.71. We will 
require the following result which implicitly is contained in [9]. 
a 4.4, Let G be an abelian p-group such that 
End G/p”G = R, a l,,, + End, G/p% 
then End G = p . 1, + End, G. 
Let E E End G. By hypothesis there exists TL E 
c; - n . lG induces in G/p”G a small ~~d~rnor~b~srn,, Let rp = E - 1~ . 
let q: G -+ G/pWG be the canonical ep~mo~phism. It follows fr 
$3.6)] that 
is a small homomorphism. Consequently 
Lqq=O and Ey, E p”G 
for some large subgroup L of 6. Since p”G is bounded, 
p*Ly, s pn(p”G) = 0 
for some integer II > 0. Thus, v, annihilates the large subgroup p”L of G [IO; 
p. 230, (2.230, (2.13)], proving 
E=71* 1,+(&e7r* lG)=71~ l,$qERR,. l,+EH1dsG 
as desired. 
e are ready to prove our existence theorem. 
/to: R [PI>> = [N(R) + (0: 
and p”G# 0. Moreover, End G = R, e 1, +- End, G, and every dtrecl 
~~~~~~d of G is either finite or offinite index. 
Prm$ Let be the group constructed in [IO; p. 297, (15.4)] (called G 
Then P has the cardinality of the co~t~~~~rn~ p”P = 0, the basic 
ups of P are standard, and 
EndP=R,. l,+End,P. 
y KuBikov’s Theorem 12; p. 131, 38.21, there exists a p-group G sue 
G/p”G = B, p”G = Z(p). 
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Using Lemma 4.4, it follows that End G = R, . 1, -t End, G. Clearly G is 
uncountable and its basic subgroups are standard [2; p. 103, 30.21. Thus, 
[lo; p. 308, (16.10)] is applicable, and every direct summand of G is finite 
or of finite index. In view of Lemmas 4.2 and 3.l(iii), the proof will be 
completed once we show that G is fully transitive. But this follows from [ 1; 
p. 16, Lemma 2.11 using the obvious fact that End G operates transitively on 
p”G N Z(p). 
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